In terms of contemporary art, time-based media generally refers to artworks that have duration as a dimension and unfold to the viewer over time, that could be a video, slide, film, computer-based technologies or audio. As part of this category, holography pushes this visual-oriented narrative a step further, which brings a real 3D image to invite and allow audiences revisiting the scene of the past, at the moment of recording in space and time. Audiences could also experience the kinetic holographic aesthetics through constantly moving the viewing point or illumination source, which creates dynamic visual effects. In other words, when the audience and hologram remain still, the holographic image can only be perceived statically. This unique form of expression is not created by virtual simulation; the principal of wavefront reconstruction process made holographic art exceptional from other time-based media.
INTRODUCTION
The relationship between artist and audience is intertwined; a novel artistic application of modern technology may come with a new sensory experience, or suggest a different way to perceive and understand the world we are living in. Holography is known for its three-dimensional imaging representation. The discussion of aesthetics of holography would be incomplete if the scope overly focuses on the depiction of the "third" dimension. Thus, this project intends to take a different viewpoint on the exploration of creative potentials, explored through a series of creations in order to take a more analytical internal view of the aesthetics of holography. A new optical kinetic expression will be suggested via the experimental combination of holography, classic Chinese poetry and calligraphy.
BACKGRAOUND
For presenting holographic images at the best level, illumination tools are placed in positions that are critical to the replaying process. A standard gallery lighting system normally is fixed, which contributes consistently effective illumination in an exhibition. However, a mobile lighting design can advance and diversify its illumination performance. In our previous paper, "Writing with light: interweaving holographic aesthetics with classical Chinese poetry", we proposed a new lighting manner, adopting an illumination tool as an active optical element, which could replay and interplay with holographic images. [1] Consequently, the audience will work with a portable lighting method, through a mobile replaying activity; the reconstructed optical path will guide the audience to view, read and interact with this lightoriented holographic script.
Based on the previous research, this paper attempts to focus on the connection between a hologram and its spatially stored data, in order to provide a more advanced insight into aspects which relate to the interrelationship between media and information it conveyed.
CONTEXT
This project employs an investigation into the use of optical properties and the light-based representation of the Chinese script, aided by holographic technology and its visual qualities to produce a series of artworks, redefining the linguistic experience through the creation of a cross over between holography and Chinese written language.
Written Chinese
Chinese is one of the oldest languages still currently in continual use as a living language. Jerry , in the preface to his Chinese, suggests that "Chinese is only one of a very few contemporary language whose history is documented in an unbroken tradition extending back to the second millennium BC". [2] Although the development of Chinese writing is about two millennia later than the first appearance of writing in Mesopotamia, as well as the following emergence of Egyptian hieroglyphs, neither is used to write any living language in the modern world. [3] The earliest general accepted evidence of Chinese writing, "oracle bone inscriptions", dates from the time of the late of Shang Dynasty, at c. 1200-1050 B.C. These scripts, engraved on turtle plastrons and ox scapulae, were used in a form of divination. It is estimated that at the end of the Shang dynasty there were between 4,000 and 5,000 graphs or characters already developed in common use, which indicated the Chinese writing system was already well established. [4] Moreover, the characters that are in use in modern Chinese are structurally identical to the Shang script of 3200 years ago, which was created on the same principle, requiring that each word has its own separate graphic representation. For today's general communication purpose, suggests that an ordinary college-educated literate person knows between 3,500 and 4,000 characters. [5] 
Layout
The Chinese scripts can be oriented in either vertical or horizontal direction. The Chinese characters consists primarily of monosyllabic units (or ideographic units), conforming to a roughly square frame, thus allowing for flexibility concerning which direction texts can be written. In the Chinese handwriting tradition, right-to-left vertical layout is the dominant structure, and Chinese calligraphy plays a significant role in this literacy culture.
Since the nineteenth century, cross-cultural written communications have become increasingly common; the editing techniques underlying that communication need to manage the intersection of their layout conventions. In terms of modern publication, there are a great number of different writing systems in use which operate on separate linguistic principles and individual graphic elements, which reflects various challenges and demands to a multi-script typesetting system. [6] Responding to this tendency, it has become increasingly common for Chinese characters to be written or printed horizontally, starting from left to right, with successive rows going from top to bottom. Practically, adopting Chinese writing in horizontal alignment will make the incorporation efficient, for example, the insertion of mathematical equation, physical and chemical formula and Arabic numerals. Moreover, this vertical design makes it easier to read, as two languages are bound together, for instance, listing English and Chinese side by side on utilitarian signs such as at a shop, train station, airport or street.
Although there is no strong evidence to show which publication is the first printed Chinese text in horizontal alignment. Robert Morrison's "Dictionary of the Chinese language", published in 1815-1823 in Macau, is a multi-script (ChineseEnglish) publication, which is a generally known early example of a break from the established vertical convention. [7] Moreover, the emerging use of contemporary computerised typesetting, word processing software for Chinese publication and the Internet leads a further growth of the horizontal writing layout.
Literacy and Chinese calligraphy
"Literacy in China involved not only a profound knowledge of the written classics but also the ability to wield a brush, either to paint to a landscape, usually with a poem inscribed at its side, or to write Chinese characters so as to convey not just their meaning but also their aesthetic vitality and the taste of their composer". [8] Chinese calligraphy is a genre of the writing of characters, which has been extensively used over many centuries in traditional Chinese society. In terms of execution techniques, Chinese calligraphy and painting are closely related, in particular, both are accomplished using similar implements, namely, brush and ink. Early evidence of using a brush as a writing tool can be traced back to a few oracle bone inscriptions that have been found where writing was done by a brush in red or black ink. [9] While the modern publishing encourages the blooming of horizontal text layout, Chinese calligraphy still largely retains its vertical layout tradition. The calligraphy of Chinese characters holds the dual role of written communication and visual art. In the practice of written communication, Chinese calligraphy is generally associated with good penmanship. However, it is also frequently viewed as an art and is appreciated and exhibited as classical paintings. Due to these two art traditions writing and drawing are mainly executed on Xuan (or Shuan) paper or silk, which are soft, thin and fragile materials, the ancient mounting technique and scroll-making process are essential for preservation and appreciation of both forms. Although, Chinese calligraphy and painting are deeply revered in Chinese culture, the former still distinguishes itself from painting, especially it emphasises the solid lettering information rather than a relatively abstractive visual expression.
Recording

CREATIVE WORK DEVELOPMENT
In terms of the holographic image replay(ing) process, a reflection hologram can be displayed in a similar way to other ordinary two-dimensional art forms such as photography or painting, and an indistinguishable perceptual experience can be delivered during the process of appreciation. Gallery lightings and audiences are positioned on the same side in an exhibiting space. Thus, it makes reflection hologram more acceptable than the transmission recording method, particularly in the aspects of archiving and creative art practice.
As discussed above, Chinese calligraphy and painting operate on separate visual expressive systems, despite sharing similarities. In other words, while the traditional Chinese landscape painting is composed by perspective systems, the written language layout is constituted by it own culture. It is important to not confuse Chinese calligraphy with painting. Thus, holographers need to carefully handle these two-dimensional materials, when they choose one of them as a recording object. Otherwise, it is possible to add more confusion if holographers only record Chinese calligraphy and painting in the same way.
Writing convention -left to right
Optical settings play a significant role in the hologram recording process, which also affect the style of displaying final artworks. It can be an efficient element to differentiate Chinese calligraphy itself from traditional painting. At this initial stage, this project proposes a method to locate the image replaying on the same position of the viewing orientation of written Chinese. This concept combines the structure of Chinese writing and the optical principle of Denisyuk single-beam reflection hologram, which attempts to represent the traditional Chinese writing layout as replaying the holographic image. This setting intends to create an optical path that has to be reconstructed by illuminating from the right edge of a plate, which results in the holographic image only being seen from the right hand side (Figure 1-left) .
Thus, in the design of optical geometry, the photosensitive emulsion (holographic plate) is positioned between the laser and the object, and the reference and object beams are incident on the emulsion from opposite directions. A processed hologram can be displayed with the use of spotlight and the holographic image can be viewed when the reconstructed object beam is reflected from the hologram. The way of image replaying would correspond to the linear tradition of the written Chinese, right-to-left vertical layout (Figure 1-right) . 
Writing convention -vertical linear layout (work in progress)
The further stage of this project is to apply the concept of bamboo slips into display holograms, which tries to transform a standard piece of glass plate into a scroll of holographic slips.
Bamboo slips were used as a substrate to write on in ancient China and also an early adaptation of Chinese books. In the pre-paper times, a book was formed when all slips bearing all lines of an article were joined together with cord. The form of this material has been designed in a long and narrow shape, and the creation of vertical linear writing style is corresponded to the structure of bamboo slips. Characters were written with a brush and ink, with one line on each slip.
This relationship between bamboo slips and written Chinese demonstrates a paradigm, which shows how a storage device interrelates to information it conveyed, suggesting that when information has been stored or carried by a medium, the original information needs to be converted into a format which can be accepted by this medium. For instance, as Chinese calligraphy has been recorded into a hologram, the way of appreciation is no longer the same as the original calligraphy, despite both artworks exhibited in the same gallery space. The above suggested illuminating method can reinforce and advance the creative potential nature of holographic scripts through the use of an unique lighting method.
This stage of creative work intends to encourage audiences to further explore the linear temporal aesthetic through holding the holographic slips, as well as the movement of the illumination source. This interactivity will not only adapt the linguistic quality in poetry, such as rhyme and rhythm, to visual form, but also open a space to discuss the altered meaning, when the same text has been conveyed by different media. As the author of "The medium is the message", Mcluhan (1964) , proposed, "content of any medium is always another medium". [12] 1 _ -."`--
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In the pre-paper eras, the distinctive qualities from different media determined the writing styles, and various ways of communication, such as oracle bone script and bronze inscriptions. As paper and print were considered as a relatively new media in ancient China, it contributed not only an improvement in writing materials, but more influence to literacy. This novel creation brought an opportunity that people could access literacy in a cheaper and more convenient way. Now, in the post-paper times, people have multiple choices on the materials and ways for writing; shifting from old to new media, from solid materials to digital devices.
Thus, the centre of this developmental work is to make connections between holographic properties and ancient Chinese philosophies. The bamboo slips are read by un-rolling the object, thus revealing the whole message over time, which could be argued to be a time-based medium, which is intended to be viewed or read section for section during the unrolling as placed flat on a table.
In terms of holographic slips, revealing the whole message over time is not only in the nature of perceiving a hand scroll, but also features a critical temporal quality in holography, also a time-based media. Moreover, as viewers are un-rolling the object, what they perceived is not just the message, but also a physical weight of information in the hands, which has a strange and paradoxical contradiction to a hologram made out of light that has no weight. 
CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
Writing is a medium of human communication; it also can be described as a method of visually representing verbal communication. The invention of writing is one of the most important technologies of all time in human history. Olson (2016) defines writing as "the form of human communication by means of a set of visible marks that are related, by convention, to some particular structural level of language". He further states that writing "is in principle the representation of language rather than a direct representation of thought and the fact". [13] Although writing had been created after language, it makes written historical records possible. In the article titled, "The study of writing systems", Daniels (1996) defines writing as "a system of more or less permanent mark used to represent an utterance in such a way that it can be recovered more or less exactly without the intervention of the utterer". [14] Language is continually developing and changing through the expansion of its users, while writing provides a relatively reliable form of transmitting information at a distance in space and time. As the information is conveyed in the written form, it does not easily change from person to person. Therefore, the remaining accuracy and originality of the information can be easily delivered to people thus passing on knowledge onto future generations, moreover, speeding the spread of modernisation. Moreover, a fundamental difference between writing and language, Daniels (1996) points out that "language is a natural product of the human mind […] while writing is a deliberate product of human intellect: no infant illiterate absorbs its script along with its language; writing must be studied" [15] Holographic Script tries to explore the creative potential of holography and traditional Chinese art of writing, in order to establish a new interrelationship between Optics and Visual Art as well as holographic element, pictorial and linguistic interpretations. By adopting Denisyuk's hologram, a close insight into the fundamental optical principle within holography will be given. Through this practical process, holography has gradually become an instrument and a source of inspiration for the new form of art.
The holographic script is not a bare reproduction of bamboo slips. The importance of this project is that it reflects how information has been formed, handled and distributed, from the different distances in time. Written language is not literally a pure representation of spoken language, it delivers human thought at a very structural and permanent level. Writing, this form of communication allows us to be able to constantly revisit the thinking path we have been through, in order to develop an advanced knowledge from its origin. However, until today, many children still struggle to have an education (opportunity) for developing their literacy capabilities, reading and writing, especially in the regions of underdeveloped countries.
This project is a crossover creation, which involves calligraphy art and holography to raise the awareness of language education, how the writing form interrelates to the media that conveys the information and how people adopted this communication in ancient times. Chinese characters especially have been developed as part of the writing systems of other East Asian languages, such as Japanese, Korean and Vietnamese.
This project develops a method using holography to re-explore how the Chinese writing convention was formed and discusses the interrelationship between information and its conveyed media. Moreover, this method can also be applied to other written language systems, or creative writing. A further development of this work could bring a great impact in aspects of literacy, culture and education in underdeveloped countries.
In the future potential, this project could extend its impact to a longer-term value such as influencing government policy over language education and benefit for domestic language communication. It also could develop cross-culture communication.
When people are open to share their own knowledge and experience, a greater level of international understanding is achievable. Language education can be a fundamental mechanism to stimulate this process and more importantly, to understand what we don't know from each other and learn from that.
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